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Kafā'ah is one of consideration that Islam encouraged when they wanted to establish a marriage. Kafa `ah in a marriage, is the "other factors" that are not part of an essential principle of marriage, which contributed to the creation of happiness of the couple and ensure women of failure in marriage. In practice, in the community, Kafa `ah is often identified by the classification or grouping of the exclusive community. In the pre-research of this study, researcher has founded a phenomenon that elites Prosperous Justice Party (PKS) South Sulawesi gives attention to their cadres to choose a mate in the fellow party cadres. Related the marriage among PKS cadres in South Sulawesi who have a tendency to marry fellow cadres.

The object of this study is determine the views of the elite of PKS in South Sulawesi about the meaning pf kafa’ah and how it is applied in the core of the party cadres. This study is a type of field research with qualitative approach. The collection of dates is interviews method and documentation method. The analysis was done by using descriptive qualitative.

The results show that first, the equivalent view of whether someone other than the views of the religious aspect also refers to family background and his understanding tarbiyah. Application of kafa’ah at the beginning of the wedding party is characterized by a tendency among cadres. Gay marriage is the goal cadre proselytizing mission for the continuation, strengthening the organization and the first step to achieving an Islamic society. However, it was also found that cadres who married non PKS cadres. It does not matter if there are married to non-cadre cadre, the condition does not preclude their partners participate in the proselytizing activities of PKS. Second, cadres Gay marriage a positive impact on the level of force solidarity particular political machine that helped PKS award-winning in the elections, while the non-cadre explains to his partner make their surrogate information that is not true concerning about PKS.